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The Problem: Tag Spam

First of all, I have a question that what is the 

problem of tag spam in the current popular 

tagging systems? 



When we click this link, 
we will find the following 
page ……. 

The Problem: Tag Spam

Figure depicts the results 
for searching tag “iphone”
in MyWeb’s site. 



The Problem: Tag Spam

Clicking the link leads to 
the site depicted in this 
Figure, which is not related 
to iphones. 

We can also observe that 
this site has been assigned 
many other popular but 
irrelevant tags.



The Problem: Tag Spam

That is the problem of tag spam!

Definition on Tag Spam: The erroneous or 
misleading tags that are generated by some 
malicious users to confuse the normal users 
in the systems [Heymann, IEEE Internet 
Computing’07].



Existing Solutions

Detection-based:
[Krause, AIRWeb’08],
[Kyriakopoulou, RSDC’08],
[Gkanogiannis, RSDC’08];

Demotion-based:
[Koutrika, AIRWeb’07],
[Heymann, IEEE Internet 
Computing’07];

Interface-based:



Overview of SpamClean

SpamClean encompasses two key mechanisms: 

• Experience Mechanism;

• Socially-enhanced Mechanism.



Experience Mechanism

After a tag (e.g., Sea) search, client Alice computes the 
experiences of Alice with respect to other users in the 
system based on cosine technique. Then, Alice ranks 
each search result based on the average of experiences 
of Alice with respect to all the annotators of this result. 

Annotator is the user who 
annotates the result with tag Sea



How to compute experience ?



Experience Mechanism

Incentive: Users who do not annotate correctly and 

actively will find the quality of the estimate they compute 

noticeably degraded. Indeed, a client can benefit from 

SpamClean by annotating honestly.



Socially-enhanced Mechanism

We utilizes friend-relationships, the social nature of tagging 
systems, to enhance SpamClean, since the client's social 
friends can share their previous experiences and help 
improve both the performance and convergence of 
SpamClean.



Socially-enhanced Mechanism

After Alice ranks the search results ……

• Alice finds out all the resources which have the ranking 
scores lower than 0.5 in the search results;

• Alice demands his friends to compute ranking scores for 
those resources;

• If more than half of the friends return the ranking scores of 
the above resource higher than 0.5, SpamClean re-locates 
the position of the resource based on the new ranking score 
by computing the average of these friends‘ returned scores 
higher than 0.5. Otherwise, the client maintains the original 
rank unchanged.



Socially-enhanced Mechanism

• The example about socially-enhanced mechanism 
of SpamClean please see our paper.

• The practical issue on unreliable friends please 
see our paper.



Evaluation

• Boolean Model: randomly ranks the results;

• Occurrence Model: returns the top number results;

• Coincidence Model: assigns each user a global score 
which is the sum of the same annotations between this 
user and the other users in the system; then the system 
ranks the search results based on the average of all the 
annotators’ scores of each result.

Search Models:



Evaluation

• Random Attacks: randomly annotate misleading tags 
to the resources in the system;

• Collusive Attacks: collusively annotate resources with 
the same misleading tags;

• Tricky Attacks: annotate resources with both correct 
and misleading tags. This attack could make some anti-
spam scheme unusable.

Threat Models:



Evaluation

The impact of random attack under 20% 
random attackers (more detail see paper)



Evaluation

The impact of collusive attack under 20% 
collusive attackers (more detail see paper)



Evaluation

The impact of tricky attack under 20% 
tricky attackers (more detail see paper)



Evaluation

The impact of cooperation of users, PA means 
the probability that users share their tags (more 
detail see paper)



Conclusions and Discussions

SpamClean is a novel social experience-based 
scheme towards spam-free and personalized tag 
search results in the tagging systems.

Discussions:
How does SpamClean defense Sybil attacks?
How does SpamClean defense DoS attacks?
(The detail please see our paper … …)



Q & A


